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Economic Demography
Problem Set 1


1 Fertility: Value of Time and Quantity-Quality


Consider the standard economic model of fertility that was introduced in lecture. We will


develop predictions about fertility for a married couple consisting of a husband and a wife.


First, some notation:


n ≡ number of children
x ≡ consumption of goods by parents


Y ≡ non-wife’s income
I ≡ total family income
tc ≡ time cost of a child


q ≡ goods required for each child
pq ≡ price of child’s consumption goods
px ≡ price of parent’s consumption goods


w ≡ wife’s potential/actual wage
U ≡ U(x, n) ≡ couple’s utility


T ≡ total discretionary time per day, e.g. 16 hours


Make the following simplifying assumptions:


• The wife does all the child care, and the husband does none


• The amount of time spent per child by the mother is fixed


• The amount of goods required per child is fixed


• The workload of the husband is fixed


• The wife’s allocation of time to child rearing or the labor market is the choice variable


1. Write expressions for the wife’s income from work, the total family money income, the


total family money expenditures, and the family budget constraint.


2. What is the shadow value of a child? Write the expression and explain the concept in


words (one sentence).
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3. Draw the family budget constraint and the indifference curve associated with the


family’s optimal level of fertility and consumption. Label the axes, the optimum (x∗, n∗),


and nmax, the maximum number of children the family could have.


4. Suppose the wife’s wage increases. In the same diagram, label the new optimal choice


for x and n, (x∗∗, n∗∗).


5. Graphically decompose the wage change into an income effect and a substitution effect.


Label the intermediary (hypothetical) optimum (xint,nint). In your graph, which effect is


larger? In your graph, are children “normal” (i.e. a normal good or an inferior good)? (It


would be good practice to draw the figure several times to see the difference between normal


and inferior outcomes.)


2 Marriage and Divorce


1. Define the terms “positive assortative mating” and “negative assortative mating” in one


sentence each. Give two examples of traits for which you would expect positively assortative


mating, and two examples of traits for which you expect negative assortative mating.


2. Becker’s model of marriage predicts that those with high wage opportunities will tend


to marry those with lower wage opportunities because of the benefits of division of labor and


specialization within the household. What type of assortative mating does Becker’s model


suggest? In two sentences, explain why Becker’s theory may fail in a modern context.


3. Use the following facts to answer the questions below:


(a) Pat can earn 10 utils when working 100% time.


(b) Chris can earn 500 utils when working 100% time.


(c) Quinn can earn 20 utils when working 100% time.


(d) Each person absolutely requires home production tasks that would take half of the


potential time for earning money, but alternatively his/her partner could complete all of


the home production so that their partner could work full-time if doing so would maximize


utility. For each individual, utility equals money income plus 15 utils derived from the


necessary home production.


i. Compute the utility of each person when single, assuming he/she devotes 50% time to


the labor market and 50% time to home production.


ii. Compute the total utility of a Pat/Chris pairing. Next compute the total utility of a


Pat/Quinn pairing. Finally, compute the total utility of a Quinn/Chris pairing.


iii. Based on the economic model that people maximize their gains to marriage when
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choosing a partner, which one of the above pairs would choose to marry? [Hint: compute


the gains to marriage for each pair.] In one sentence, explain the economic intuition for your


result.


4. Jeremy (male) and Belinda (female) are married with children. Jeremy works for an


annual salary s. Belinda works part-time in the labor force, on an hourly wage w. The


economy enters a stage of rapid inflation, so that the price of consumption doubles over the


course of a year. While Jeremy’s employer raises Jeremy’s salary at the rate of inflation (so


that Jeremy’s real salary remains constant- i.e. his new salary is 2s), Belinda’s employer


takes advantage of the inflationary period and holds Belinda’s nominal hourly wage fixed at


w, thereby effectively decreasing her wage in real terms. How would this change affect the


gains to marriage for Jeremy and Belinda? Assuming that the share of the gains to marriage


going to Jeremy remain the same throughout the period, would Belinda’s real wage decrease


lead to a higher or lower probability of divorce? Explain in one sentence.


5. According to the economic theory discussed in lecture, when will a couple decide to


divorce? Describe three factors that could be destabilizing to a marriage and explain why


they could lead to divorce, with reference to gains from marriage [one sentence each].


3 Data Analysis Using IPUMS


The Goldin (2006) reading makes use of data on female labor force participation in the


United States over much of the 20th century. In this exercise, you will use Census data to


examine changes in female labor force participation from 1930-2010 by marital status. The


data are available from IPUMS, which stands for Integrated Public Use Microdata Series.


(Note: This is an excellent source of data for a research paper. It will allow you to analyze


data and construct tables online so you do not need to know how to use statistical software.)


The following steps will walk you through creating the tables, and will give you a short


introduction to using Census data.


Be aware. Although the steps below are not difficult, they may take more time to


complete than you may anticipate. Especially if you anticipate that you might have some


difficulty working with data online, make sure to do this exercise early enough to allow


you to go to one of the computer sessions or office hours with any questions. Also, if you


are currently looking at the problem set online, we strongly suggest that you print out these


directions before you go further, so that you can refer to them step-by-step. PLEASE MAKE


SURE NOT TO LEAVE THIS TILL THE LAST MOMENT!
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Finding the data:


1. Go to www.ipums.org - IPUMS International (good source of Census data from other


countries) - IPUMS USA (this is what we want: U.S. Censuses back until 1850) - IPUMS


CPS (Current Population Survey)


2. Click ”IPUMS-USA”


3. On the left-hand side, a few options: - ”Browse and select data” allows you to download


the data and analyze it using statistical software such as Stata - IPUMS Registration. This


is the first step if you have never used IPUMS before. Click this and enter your email


address. Once youve received access, go back to the IPUMS-USA page. - Also an option


to analyze data online. Click this. - Choose ”use data from multiple samples, 1850-2011 -


When prompted, enter your email and password.


- This is the interface we’ll use to do our data analysis


Understanding the variables: Now that we have selected the right data set, we need to


figure out which specific variables we want to use for our analysis, and also how to use these


variables to restrict our sample to the people we want to study.


The first step is to identify the variables we’ll need:


1. Age


2. Sex


3. Labor force participation status


4. Marital status


5. Year


In order to use these variables, we’ll need to see how they’re coded.


From the top, left-hand corner, choose the link ”Codebook”. This will open a new window


or tab, depending on your browser.


Choose ”Sequential Variable List”, and a set of headings will come up. The first are


’Household variables’, the second ’Person variables’.


From ”Person variables”, click ”Demographic”. You will now see that two of the variables


that we care about are right near the top of the list: age and sex.


Click ”age”. The codebook expands to tell us that the variable named ”age” stands for


age. It tells us that there are 84,512,873 person records in the database, and that the valid


range of age codes is between 0-135. (Dont worry about extreme values here as we will just


be working with 21-25 year olds. Twenty-one year-olds are conveniently given a code of


21, 22 year-olds 22, etc.) Below you will see the codebook entry for ”sex”, which is coded


numerically. Note that: 1= male 2= female
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- Labor force participation can be found under Work variables (”labforce”) 0 = N/A


1 = Not in the labor force 2 = In the labor force - Marital status is under Demographic


variables (”marst”) 1 = Married, spouse present 2 = Married, spouse absent 3 = Separated


4 = Divorced 5 = Widowed 6 = Never married/single . = no data - year is in the Technical


category (1850-2011). Notice that there is data for each decade through 2000 and for each


year since. Starting in 2001, the U.S. Census Bureau began collecting and publishing data


more frequently through a survey called the American Community Survey (ACS).


Now were ready to make some tables!


We want to be back at the original page where we chose the ”Codebook” link. (This


screen has a set of boxes titled ”Row”, ”Column”, and ”Control”.).


***** Let’s begin by generating some tables displaying the proportion of women who


work by marital status for women age 21-25 at each census from 1930-2010.


Restricting our analysis to these younger women helps us see changes in labor force entry


across cohorts over time.


The “Row box will always represent the variable on your Y-axis (your dependent vari-


able). Here we want to plot labor force participation status over time, so enter the labor force


variable name from the codebook. The “Column box is for the X-axis (your independent


variable). Since were plotting labor force participation over time, we need our time variable


here (“year”). “Control asks how we want to further disaggregate our data. We want to look


at distinct trends for different marital statuses, so put that variables name here (“marst”).


”Selection Filter(s)” help us specify which data we want to include from the variables


weve entered above, and which data we wish to leave out.


Recall from the table above that the range of possible values for our variables exceeds


the range we want to work with. Specifically, we want to exclude:


1. men with our sex variable, 2. women outside our age range with the age variable 3.


and years before 1930 and after 2010 with the time variable. Well also exclude the annual


data between 2000 and 2010 so we have only one data point per decade. Enter sex(2) in


Selection Filters


Because we have several selection filters here, we separate them with commas all in the


same line. age(21-25)


To get one data point per decade from 1930-2010, well tell SDA we want the range of


data from 1930-2000, plus the year 2010 (this excludes the annual data from 2001-2009).


year(1930-2000, 2010)


Now, lets look a bit more closely at our marital status and labor force participation
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variables.


For marital status, there are six different groups in addition to a value indicating No


Data. For this homework, we only want to compare the two largest groups: married with a


spouse present and never married/single. We also want to exclude those without any data.


To do this, well tell SDA to just include marital status values 1 and 6. marst(1,6)


Similarly, for labor force participation, we want to exclude the N/A value. labforce(1-2)


You should now have five terms in your Selection Filters box, each specifying values


to include within parentheses and each separated from those around it by commas. Were


almost done!


sex(2), year(1930-2000, 2010), age(21-25), marst(1,6), labforce(1-2)


Finally, check that Weight is set to Person weight, that “Column is checked under “Per-


centaging and that the “Type of chart is a Line Chart.


Now you can run the tables. Please copy and paste the first two figures, give them


informative titles, and cite the source of your data underneath (name of source, website,


date of access). You do not need to include the final figure of average trends. [2 points]


Interpreting your results:


(a) In approximately what year did 50% of young married women begin to participate in


the labor force? [1 point]


(b) In approximately what year did 50% of young never married/single women begin to


participate in the labor force? [1 point]


(c) Has there ever been a time between 1930-2010 when there was a higher proportion of


young married women in the labor force than young never married/single women? [1 point]


(d) What trend do you notice in female labor force participation among married women


aged 21- 25 over time? During which decade(s) (i.e. 1930-1940, 1940-1950, etc.) is the


change in female labor force participation the greatest? [2 points]


(e) Looking at the second table and graph which show trends in female labor force


participation for never married/single women, what trend do you notice in female labor


force participation across time? Has labor force risen or fallen since 1960? [2 points]


(f) There are many possible reasons for the different labor force participation rates


by marital status. Think about what other factors might help to explain this relationship


(i.e. an omitted variable that affects both marital status and labor force participation).


If you could add one additional piece of information that would help us understand the


relationship between marital status and labor force participation, what would it be? How


would you expect it to change the observed correlation? [1point]
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